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1b attaph0m it mag concern:. ' · · 
. Be it. known that I, ATFRED E. OWERš, a 
citizen of the United States; and a resident 

| of Brogkly, New York, have inventednew 5 and useful Improvements in Shoes, of which 
the following is a specification.", ~ 
My invention relates to shoes and it haS 

for its object the production of a shoe hav 
ing a plurality of uppers, the shoe being so 

10, constructed that one or more of the ' Said uppers may be remowed easily and the partS 
so secured that none of the uppers Will be 
injured and so that there will be no appre 
ciable evidence of the Securing means after 

15 the removal of any of the uppers. The 
uppers may be remowed one by One aS they 
are worn or soiled or , when it is desired to 
change the appearance of the'shoe, ~ . 

in the shoe commonly known in the art, 
20 when the upper is worn or soiled the shoe is 

and slippers are made of a soft; or gloSSy 
texture or are made. of Silk or Satin or other 

| fabric, they soon become soiled or injured 
25 beyond repair. and the shoe or slipper be 
! comes worthless merely because of its soiled 

appearance, while the Sole and the liningS 
may be perfectly good in every Way. In 
order to save this loSS I have invented a shoe 

30 which has two or more uppers, each · inde 
pendently secured and each easily removable 
from the others and presenting in each case 
'a perfect uniimpaired upper... '' • ' ' 
'The invention may be embodied in_many 

*5 different constructions and many different arrangements may be used in connecting the 
parts together. Such features ) may be 
greatly modified by those skilled in the art Without departing from the Spirit of the 

? 40 imwentionidthé Shoe or $lipper produced. 
will still contain the invention. 

Ifn the drawings I have illustrated one or 
two constructions embodying the inventioh 
to show that it is practical and Operative. 

4° . In Figure 1 is shown a slipper involving 
. " in its construction the use of the invention 
having a part of one of the uppers, removed. 
Figs.2, 8 and 4 show in a conventional way 
the manner in which the parts of the slipper 0 are secured together. Fig.' 5 shows the ar 
rangement of partS after one of the upperS 
has been removed. R'igs ~ 
modified construction and . Figs, 8......and 9 

, show further modifications of the slipper. 
.. 5. Referring to FigS. 1 to 5,'1 is the sole, 2 is 

the heel, 8 and 4 are the uppers. Pn the 

* through the French binding. 
" | SeWed along the same line th?t the stitches 9 

. 6 , and '''# show a · 

| slipper illustrated the upper 4 is made of 
leather, and itS parts are assembled in the 
manner well known in the art. The parts 
are stitched along the upper edge 5 and at . ? ? ? 
the back 6. The upper 4 is also secured to 
the Sole i. The upper 8 is also sewed along 
the back at ? and then Secured to the · shoe. 
Thé method of Securing the upper 8 may be 
Varied according to' the results desired or 65 
the advantages to be gained and, particu- " 
larly, according to the material' üsed. · T · · 
have illustrated and shall describe the more . 
efficient and , advantageous methods usable · 
in connection 'with the manufacture of the . ?0 

` multiple upper slippers. This however as 
$tated before may be greatly warried and the . 
illustrations and the descriptions thereof ? 
may, and will undoubtedly, suggest other 
methods Which involve the use of my inven- 75 
.tion. 

' thrown away. Where the uppers of shoes || In the arrangement of the parts shown in · · 
FigS. 2, 8 and 4, the French binding 8 is 

. Secured to the upper 4 in the manner well 
knOWn by the · stitches 9. The upper · 8 is 
then. Secured to_the upper 4 by means of the 
Stitches 10. The stitches 10 may be lock 
$titches if desired but if a loop stitch is used 
the upper 8 may be easily removed by start 
ing the Stitches whereupon the' thread may 
be easily pulled out and the upper will fall 
from the slipper. The thread 10 is sewed 

It may be 

80 ?? " 
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are SeWed. For convenience and clearness 
of illustration the stitches 9 and 10 and the 
Stitches hereimafter referred to are shown 
Separated from each other by a short dis 
tance. They, however, may be located in 
the same lines or in close parallel lines to 
awÖid the mutilation of the parts and pre 
Serve to the inner uppers the same present 
able appearance that each would have in the 
ordinary_shoe. After the upper 8 is secured 
by the thread 10 it is turned up ̂ and the 
lining 11 is Sewed_to the upper 4by means 
of the lock stitch 12, sewing along the. 
French binading 8 and just beneath the fold 
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18 SO?s tg' cause, the lining to draw tightly 
ower the fold. 'fhe upper 8 is then drawn 106 
over the 'French binding so as to make a 
meat Smooth edge and is then secured pref erably by a loop stit6hi.14 as shown inTFig. 

. 4. A third upper may be Secured in sub 
$tantially the Sarne way, that is, by sewing 110 
its follied edge With a loop_stitch to the edge .. '' 

' of the upper 4 and along'the folded edge 6f ? --', , ' 
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the upper 8, and then after the lining is 
$gWedor.drawing first the upper.?.over the 

. French binding , and sewing it with a loop 

· · loop ~ 
· · pendently, the upper'4 being secured first 

Stitch and then ‘drawing the third upper 
0wer in...the Same way and sewing it_with a 

stitch. The uppers are lasted inde 
, and then the upper 8. They are then sewed 

10 ' together to the sole 1 by the stitches. 16. 
In . Fig. ' 5 is shown the arrangement of 

parts when the upper 8 is removed. The 
? $lipper may be first worn, the shoe present 
; ing the appearance given by .the upper 8, 

' ..15 

20 

· ·. Of newness 

and when it is soiled the upper 8 may be 
remowed by pulling out stitches 10 and 14 
and cutting close to 'the stitches 16, where 
upon the ??? 4 will give the appearance 

,"both in .style and freshness of 
appearance. ... ... 
In Figs. 6 and if I have shown an upper 

having its edge · protggted by a bjnding. 
The upper 4 is provided with a French 

· · binding as heretofore described. The up 
25 

' upp 
· by the loop" stitches 20. The upper 8 may 

40 

' to the stitches 16. · · · 

per 3 m?y then be sewed to the upper.4 by' 
the loop stitch 19 and' the American bind 
ing 18 may be placed over the edge of the 

er 8 and the French binding and secured 
be remowed by merely cutting or pulling out 
the stitches 19 , and 20 and cutting it close 

In Fig. 8 is shown ? modification wherein " " the edge of the upper 3 is turned over the 
F'rench binding ' and · Secured by the loop 
stitch ̀ 21. If desired the edge 22 may be 
.trimmed just beneath the line of stitches 
after the upper has been SeWed on. . . . 
| In Fig. 9 is shown in a conventional way 
the arrangement of the parts of a slipper 
which has three uppers. The slipper shown 
in Fig. 9 is like that shown in Fig.8 except 
that a plurality of outer uppers are Secured 

" " to the inner upper. In the figure, the sec 
' 45 
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' ond outer upper 28 is secured to the uppers 
8 and 4 by means of the stitches 29. ''The 
stitches 29 are located along lines substan•· · 
tially the same as those in which stitches 12 

· and 21 are located in, although in the 'fig 
ure, for clearness 'of illustration, stitches 29 
are indicated a little above the other stitches. 
In each case above described additional · uppers_may be secured to the slippér Sub 

stantially in *the same ''manner. that the up 
per 8 is secured, and in that way a multiple 

6 `upper slipper or shoe: may be made. The | 
methods used may be greatly.varied and 
different;" methods may be combined' in the 

| manufacture of a single shipper. Also in 
each case , the uppers may be lasted inde- | pendently. 
In the preferred form of construction the | | 

, the firs 
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upper 4 is made of leather and is first lasted 
So that when it is sewed to the upper 8 and · 
the sole, it will receive all the strain ordi 
marily brought to bear in the use of a shOe. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent is the following combina 
tions of .elements:- ? ? · 

1. In a slipper , the combination with a . 
sole and an upper hawing a lining, of an.' 
outer upper secured to said inner upper 
along the upper edges of the inner upper 
and the outer upper and to the said sole.' 

2: In a slipper, the combination with a 
Sole and an upper of leather hawing a lining, 
Said upper hawing a binding located along 
the upper edge thereof, of an ".upper ' of 
fabric completely covering said legather "up 
per and secured to said" Sole and to said 

| leather upper along said .binding. 
8. In a shoe, the gombination With a sole, of an upper, said upper hawing_alining; 

said upper · and " lining 'hawing their ends 
sewed together to form the back Seam of." 
the shoe, and a second upper), ' Said Second, 
upper .. hawing its · ends. Sewed together 
form a second back Seam independent of 
cured to sai 
their upper edges. · ? ~ ? 

4. In a slipper the combination of a lin 
Sole and to each other along ? 

.ing, a sole and an upper Secured to the said ? 

65 ?? 
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to ? 

* seam, said uppers being Se- ~ 
90 

sole, a binding for covering the upper edge ' 
of the said upper, a second upper secured 
to the "Said sole and a second'binding for 
covering the upper edges of the Said upperS.' 
· · 5. In a slipper the combination of a plu. 
rality of perfect uppers, each of the Outer of 
said uppers completely cOwering the inner' 

95 

of the said uppers, said upperSbeingSecured 100 ?? 
together along their upper edgeS, each outer 
upper being_sewed to the inner .upper along 
the upper edge of the inner upper, the lineS 
of stitching uniting all the outer.uppers 
to said inner upper being Substantially coin 
cident. · · · · · · · ~ ' .. ' ' ' · · · 

and a plurality of perfect upperSlogatedone . 
within the other, lining located within the inner upper, and.a.binding for gowering 
the upper edge of the inner upper the other · 

6. In a slipper_the combination of a sole 

110 

of the said uppers being cornected to the · · · · 
10169' 

to the said Sole. · · · · · · · · · · · *. | In testimony whereof, I have signed my 
name to this specification, in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. ~~ ? 

· · · · ALFRED B. OWE}RS. 
Witnesses: '' •· · · · • . 

* ; A. ILE'BLANO', ' . " " 
.. JAMES F. HEMrNO. · · · · · 

of the 'Said uppets along the Said " . 
binding and the said uppears being connected . . 
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